Now Improving Our Support When Under the Umbrella:
Where are we now?

What Works the Best for Support?

What did you find out about offering support during this conference?
- What was emotionally stressing or distressing to hear or learn about?
- What was a surprise, unexpected, or different?
- What was reinforcing, comfortable, or familiar?
- What is missing in your umbrella world?
What did you find out about receiving support during this conference?

- What was emotionally stressing or distressing to hear or learn about?
- What was a surprise, unexpected, or different?
- What was reinforcing, comfortable, or familiar?
- What is missing in your umbrella world?

What did you figure out about where you were during this conference?

- Offering Support?
- Receiving Support?

Where will you go from here?

- Offering Support?
- Receiving Support?
- Building a community?